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How does the development of competencies for planning and

implementation of instruction in teacher education (student teacher)

and first year in profession (novice teacher) proceed?

From which level of competencies do teacher students start? Which

level of competencies do they achieve at the end of teacher education,

respectivelly at the end of first year in profession?

How do student teachers‘ and novice teachers‘ competencies compare

to the competencies of experienced teachers?

How can we measure the intended changes in competencies?

Research Questions
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Overview

• Study 1: Self-Evaluation of Teaching Competencies
- Method: Online-Questionnaire
- Results (Outline)

• Study 2: Lesson Planning Competencies
- Method: Vignettes
- Results (Outline)

• Study 3: Teaching Competencies
- Method: Videographed Lessons
- Results (Outline)
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Item

Competence acquired?

Where was the competence
acquired?

Competence desired?

Study 1: Self-Evaluation of Teaching Competencies
Online-Questionnaire
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Study 1: Self-Evaluation of Teaching Competencies
Results (t1-t3)
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• Two problem situations focused on lesson planning on which

teacher students express their opinion and propose their

solutions.

• Subjects‘ written proposals were – on the basis of an elaborated

content-focused category system – rated with regards to their

quality.

Study 2: Lesson Planning Competencies
Vignettes
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Study 2: Example of  a Vignette

David Wagner, a student teacher, is uncertain about lesson planning.

He asks himself whether his pupils really can attain the main learning

objectives. Especially in Mathematics / German Language he doubts

whether his lesson planning is professional enough. Please, describe

for David Wagner how he could proceed in preparing a lesson in

Mathematics / German Language. Give attention to all steps in

preparing a lesson and give reasons for each step.
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Study 2: Vignettes – Manual for Data Analyses (Outline)

Available expert knowledgeContent knowledge

Interaction between teacher – learning group

Clarify rules and arrangements

Initiate organizational form
Classroom manage-
ment knowledge

Check the understanding

Learning analysis

Review of previous knowledge

Diagnostical knowledge

Integrate new knowledge

New knowledge developed

Didactics preliminary thinking

Didactical knowledge

ItemDimension
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Study 2: Lesson Planning Competencies
Results
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• Longitudinal
A total of 170 video-
graphed lessons
(lesson videos) from
beginning to end of
teacher education,
respectivelly end of
first year in profes-
sion, plus one
videographed lesson
from each experienced
teacher

• Expert-Novice-
Comparisons

• Softwaretool
„Videograph“

Study 3: Teaching Competencies
Videographed Lessons
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Code System

• low-inferent

• observation of sight structures

• unit of analysis: 10 sec. Steps

• quantitative analysis

e.g. time proportions between
teaching the whole class and
group work, or amount of
disruptions

Rater-Inventory

• high-inferent

• measuring teaching quality

• unit of analysis: rating the whole
lesson

• qualitative analysis

e.g. pacing of instruction,
or diagnostic competence, or
dealing with students‘ mistakes

Study 3: Videograped Lessons – Manuals for Data
Analyses (Outline)

Analysis of videographed lessons in two different ways:
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Study 3: Teaching Competencies –
Results of Low-inferent Coding (Quantitative Analysis)
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Study 3: Manual for Qualitative Data Analysis (Outline)

learning targets

classroom discussion
quality of teacher languageD) clarity and

structuring

teacher as facilitator

pacingC) cognitive activation

motivation
handling of mistakesB) learner orientation
quality of organization
time on taskA) efficiency of

instruction

ItemFacetDimension
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Study 3: Manual for Qualitative Data Analysis (Outline)

- Teacher helps students to formulate or realize
their own ideas

- Teacher asks – without judging  – if student
formulates unclear or incomplete ideas

- Teacher supports students solving problems
- Teacher gives individual feedback
- Teacher uses scaffolding and coaching techniques

teacher
as
facilitator

- Teacher introduces new subject matter without
overtaxing students

- Students get enough time for completing tasks
- Teacher supports students learning during phases

of self-directed learning
- Teacher adjusts instruction to students’ needs

pacingC) cognitive
activation

ItemFacetDimension
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Videographie
ausgewählte Ergebnisse

Study 3: Results of High-inferent Rating (Qualitative
Analysis)
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Conclusions

Study 1

• Significant increase from the beginning to the end of teacher education

• Differences between the three universities, especially for the third year of
teacher education

Study 2

• Positive developments in acquiring competencies for lesson planning
from beginning to the end of teacher education

• A broad range for further competency acquisition since the maximum
scores are by far not reached

• High variance within all variables and a tendency for increased variance
towards the end of teacher education
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Conclusions

Study 3

• Interrater-Reliability is difficult at following facets:

- Structuring, Teacher as facilitator, Learning targets

• Traditional versus „modern“ teaching-learning arrangements

• More detailled analyses needed: to compare groups at the end of
either spectrum and to conduct case studies
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Can teaching be learned?
Effectiveness of teacher education

Thank you for your attention

Contact:

titus.guldimann@phsg.ch

matthias.baer@phzh.ch

www.standarderreichung.ch
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• Based on a selection of Oser‘s (1997a, 1997b) 88 Standards concerning

teacher education (circa 60 standards in 14 thematic scales)

• Sample: All students; participation rate 30-60%, depending on location and

year

• Realization of Survey: Online

• Quality of Data: Self-estimations of competencies

Study 1: Self-Evaluation of Teaching Competencies
Online-Questionnaire
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Teaching competence

• Knowledge and expertise to be applied in the context of a
school.

Standard

• Standards are complex, professional competencies, which
lead to theory-directed action in teaching. They relate to
scientific research and form a precondition for an analytic
and thereby critically reflected practice.

Definitions
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Vignettes – Example II

In her teacher education classes Simone Landolt, a student teacher,

has learned that a good diagnosis of pupils' pre-knowledge is

important for lesson planning and lesson implementation. Therefore,

Simone aims at regularly diagnosing pupils’ understanding while

teaching a lesson in Mathematics / German Language. Please

explain to Simone how she can consider diagnosing pupils’ pre-

knowledge in her lesson planning and how she could use the results

of her diagnoses for controlling her instruction and for continuous

planning. Give reasons for your answer.


